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Abstract

We consider a generalization of the point-to-point (and single-source) shortest path problem to in-
stances where the shortest path must satisfy a formal language constraint. Given an alphabet Σ, a
(directed) network G whose edges are weighted and Σ-labeled, and a regular grammar L ⊆ Σ∗, the
Regular Language Constrained Shortest Path problem consists of finding a shortest path p in
G complying with the additional constraint that l(p) ∈ L. Here l(p) denotes the unique word given by
concatenating the Σ-labels of the edges along the path p.

In this chapter, we summarize our recent results and present new theoretical and experimental results
for the Regular Language Constrained Shortest problem. We also present extensions of several speed-
up techniques developed earlier for the standard point-to-point shortest path problem. These speed-up
techniques are integrated within the basic algorithmic framework to yield new algorithms for the problem.

In order to evaluate the performance of the basic algorithm and its extensions, we have performed
preliminary experimental analysis. Through our experiments, we study the scalability of the algorithm
with respect to the network size as well as with respect to the constraining language complexity. Further,
we study the effectiveness of speed-up techniques such as goal-directed and bidirectional search when
applied to the Regular Language Constrained Shortest problem.

1 Introduction

The shortest path problem is one of the most basic and best studied problems in combinatorial optimization.
We describe and discuss a generalization of the single-source shortest path problem that admits efficient
algorithms and has applications that range from transportation science to databases.

The generalization was originally motivated by the need to find paths in multi-modal transportation
networks. Consider an urban road network with streets differentiated by their purpose and capacity into
highway segments, primary and secondary arterials and local (residential) streets. Suppose now that we are
asked to find a shortest path from point s to point d in the network that uses at most one highway segment,
that is, a path that avoids on- and off-ramps. A similar case is represented for example by asking for a travel
route for a pedestrian who is prepared to take a bus but not to transfer between multiple bus routes.

A somewhat simpler example is that of mode restrictions. A pedestrian bridge cannot be used by cars so
we must take care not to route cars across it. Similarly, we should not use highways as parts of the routes
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planned for pedestrians or bicyclists. In order not to have to update the network for every single routing
question, we annotate the network with information needed to deal with these problems.

First, we generalize the network specification by assigning to each edge and/or vertex of the network a
label ℓ ∈ Σ. We refer to the finite set Σ as the label alphabet. We call such labels modes and say that
the labeled network is multimodal. By concatenation, the labeling extends to paths in the network. The
path label will determine whether or not the path is feasible. The problem we wish to solve is the following:
given an edge-weighted directed network, a language L ⊆ Σ∗ over the alphabet Σ, a source vertex s and a
destination vertex d, find a shortest path p from s to d whose label belongs to L. (Here, of course, the cost or
length of the path is measured as the sum of costs of edges belonging to the path.) We call this the formal-
language-constrained shortest path problem. A detailed theoretical study of this problem was undertaken
in [BJM98]; this chapter focuses on a restricted version, namely, the regular-language-constrained shortest
path problem. In [BJM98], we presented a polynomial time algorithm for solving the REG-ShP problem.
The algorithm can be viewed as application of the classical Dijkstra’s algorithm on an appropriately defined
product network. This chapter summarizes our earlier and ongoing work in [BJM98, BB+02, BB+07]. We
also discuss a number of new experimental results on realistic transportation networks. Our goal is to give
an idea of the practical consequences of solving shortest path problems with regular language constraints.
Specific contributions discussed in this chapter include the following.

1. We describe a generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm to finding shortest paths that obey regular-
language constraints [BJM98]. Next, we describe an early implementation [BB+02], restricted to
a special class of languages most useful for transportation planning. This implementation was inte-
grated within the TRANSIMS transportation simulation and analysis system. We then discuss a new
implementation of the general algorithm [BB+07].

2. Next, we study the scalability of the regular-language-constrained shortest path algorithm by applying
it to instances arising from real-life road and railway networks of various sizes. Our goal here is to
provide an initial benchmark for future implementations and studies.

3. We also study the efficiency of our algorithm as a function of the regular language that is given as
input. We study general expressions as well as linear regular expressions, motivated by transportation
modeling applications.

4. We study the applicability of standard speed-up techniques for shortest path algorithms to the formal-
language-constrained setting. For example, we study the benefits of using a goal-directed search. The
question here is whether the goal-directed search paradigm, intended to provide dramatic speed-ups for
geometric instances, is still useful with the addition of formal language constraints, and if so, whether
there is a relation between its usefulness and the complexity of the formal language. We also examine
the benefits of using bi-directional search.

1.1 Shortest paths with formal language constraints

The regular language constrained shortest path problem, or REG-ShP, is defined as follows [BJM98]. Given
a labeled weighted network G = (V, E, w), a source s, destination d, with a cost (delay) function c : E → R+

that associates with each edge e a nonnegative real value c(e) called delay that denotes the time needed to
traverse the edge e. and a regular language L, find a shortest (not necessarily simple) s-d path p = e1e2 · · · ek

in G such that ℓ(p) ∈ L. Here ℓ(p) is the string defined as the concatenation ℓ(e1)ℓ(e2) · · · ℓ(ek) of the labels
of the edges of p. This problem definition is not complete until we specify how L is encoded as input to the
algorithm. By Kleene’s theorem, we may represent a regular language by a deterministic or nondeterministic
finite automaton. To allow a concise representation of a larger class of languages, we specify the regular
language L by providing to the algorithm a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) that accepts L.

The solution is an algorithm that finds the most efficient route from the source to the destination leaving
the source at the given time. Additional constraints may be imposed, restricting the set of feasible routes.
Once a network is specified, the source-destination pair and the starting time together form a shortest-path
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query. In fact, all of our algorithms and implementations can be generalized to the time-dependent case.
However, in this paper we do not describe the details nor discuss any experimental results of this more
general setting.

Following the existing literature on shortest path problems, we allow our paths to repeat vertices, thus
effectively using the term to describe what is referred to as a trail in the graph-theoretic literature. In fact,
we allow our “paths” to be walks, that is, they may repeat even edges. When edge or vertex repetition is
not allowed, we use the term simple path.

Related work. The focus of most research into generalizations of the shortest path problem has tradition-
ally been the extension of the cost function to one that depends on time. The basic shortest path problem
algorithm [D59], has been generalized to various formulations with time-dependent costs [OR90].

There has been comparatively much less work on the other approach to generalization, that is on con-
straints that restrict the set of feasible paths. There are reports on studies of multimodal or intermodal

shortest paths in transportation science literature, but these are generally of limited applicability and are
usually very simple from an algorithmic standpoint.

Regular languages as models for constrained shortest-path problems were first suggested by Romeuf [Rom88]
and applications to database queries were described by Yannakakis [Ya90] and by Mendelzon and Wood [MW95].
We give a concise description of this algorithm in Section 2, but for more details on algorithmic and
complexity-theoretical results we refer to Barrett, Jacob and Marathe [BJM98]. As far as we are aware,
the implementation described in [BB+02] was the most general at the time. It covered both (a restricted
formulation of) regular language constraints and time-dependence, while still being scalable to problems
with hundreds of thousands of vertices.

While this problem has attracted some attention recently [SH03], the understanding of the issues involved
in solving it efficiently is still at a very early stage.

Our initial motivation for studying shortest paths came from the TRANSIMS project [TR+95a], and our
first implementation formed a module of this large system for transportation analysis and simulation.

2 Algorithms

For completeness, we first summarize the relevant results in [BJM98]. Recall that the input to an algorithm
for REG-ShP consists of

1. a representation of the labeled weighted network G,

2. indices of or pointers to the two distinguished vertices s and d of G, and

3. a labeled directed network A that represents the state diagram of an NFA that accepts L.

2.1 Product networks and language constraints

Consider the directed network defined as the direct product of the underlying (labeled, weighted) network G
and the state diagram A of the NFA M . To specify A more precisely, we write A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ), where Q
is the vertex set of A (the state set of M), Σ the alphabet over which the labels are defined, δ the transition
function of M that defined the edge set of A, q0 the start vertex of A, and F the set of final vertices of A.
The product G × A is defined to have as vertex set the set of ordered pairs {(v, q) | v ∈ V (G), q ∈ V (A)}
and the edge set {(e, t) | e ∈ E(G), t ∈ E(A), ℓ(e) = ℓ(t)}. Given an edge (e, t) in the product network, its
weight is defined to be exactly the weight w(e).

The following theorem unifies all the algorithms we present for the general and special cases of REG-ShP,
as well as many of the algorithms from the literature.

Theorem 2.1. The problem REG-ShP is equivalent to finding a shortest path in the product G× A of the
underlying network G and the state diagram A of an NFA M that accepts L, among all those paths in G×A
that
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1. start at (s, q0), where q0 is the start state of A,

2. end at a vertex of the form (d, f), where f ∈ F is a final state of A.

In order to prove the theorem, one need only observe that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
paths in G×A that start at (s, q0) and end at some vertex of the form (d, f) with f ∈ F , and (not necessarily
simple) paths in G whose labels belong to L. For details, please refer to Barrett et al. [BJM98].

ALGORITHM RE-CONSTRAINED SHORTEST PATHS:

• Input: NFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ), a directed labeled weighted network G, source s and destination d.

• 1. Construct G × A. The length of each edge in the product network is equal to that of the corre-
sponding edge in G.

2. Find a shortest path p∗ in G×A that joins (s, s0), to some vertex of the form (d, f), where f ∈ F .

• Output: The path in G corresponding to p∗.

Figure 1: The general algorithm to solve the REG-ShP problem.

2.2 Implicit product network representation

In this section we explain how to implement the algorithm of Figure 1 without computing an explicit
representation of the product network G × A. The main benefit of such an implementation is the reduction
in the required storage space from Θ(|G||A|) to Θ(|G|+ |A|), where |G| and |A| denote the amount of space
required to store a representation of the network G and A, respectively. (It is true that Dijkstra’s algorithm
may in the worst case examine all of the vertices of the product network, and in such a case the heap storage
required during the execution of the algorithm may be comparable to the storage required for the explicit
representation of the product network. However, such instances are rare.) At the same time, the time
complexity of the algorithm does not increase by more than a constant factor.

The basic step in Dijkstra’s algorithm is always the same: select the vertex closest to the set of already
explored vertices, and add it to the set. This is made efficient by maintaining a priority queue of vertices on
the “fringe” of the explored set, keyed by their distances from the origin. Then in each step we can extract
the minimum-key element from this set. Once the minimum-key element is added to the set of explored
vertices, we iterate through its neighbors and add them all to the priority queue. If a neighbor is already in
the queue, its key may be decreased at this point. To do all this, it is sufficient that we be able to efficiently
list the neighbors of any given vertex. Thus we do not need to maintain an explicit description of the product
network, but only enough information to iterate through the neighbors of any given vertex. We keep both
basic networks (the network and the NFA state diagram) stored as adjacency lists. The adjacency lists are
arranged so that the neighbors of each vertex are sorted according to the labels of the edges joining the
vertex to them. The priority queue still contains vertices of the product network (they may be represented
using a pair data structure, or by integer identifiers created by hashing the identifier pairs that represent
the network vertex and the NFA state). This is the only place where storage comparable to that needed for
the full product network may be required in the unlikely situation that most of the vertices of the product
network are examined. When the algorithm needs to examine all the neighbors of a vertex (v, q) (where v is
a network vertex and q a state of the NFA), we do as follows:

for all α ∈ Σ do
for all q′ reachable from q by a transition labeled α do

for all v′ reachable from v by an edge labeled α do
Insert the pair (v′, q′) into the priority queue.

end for
end for
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end for

This innermost loop adds exactly the neighbors of q in the product network G×A to the priority queue.
All of these would be considered in the explicit case as well. We claim that all the flow control operations can
be implemented in constant time, and thus the overhead is asymptotically negligible. (In a future work, we
will present a detailed experimental analysis and comparison to the explicit product network representation.)

2.3 Linear regular expressions

In this section, we describe a specialization of the algorithm for language-constrained shortest paths to
a smaller class of regular languages. This special class includes many languages that arise naturally in
transportation planning problems. In addition to representing the network implicitly, as in the previous
section, this specialization includes several other optimizations, resulting in a very efficient algorithm for
general shortest path problems in transportation planning applications. This is the algorithm that was first
implemented in TRANSIMS in 1998, and the contents of this section are based on a previous paper [BB+02].

First, let us review some standard notation: w+ denotes one or more repetitions of a word (string) w,
x+y denotes either x or y, Σ typically denotes the alphabet, that is the set of all available symbols. A linear

(or simple-path regular expression has the form x+

1 x+

2 · · ·x+

k
, where xi ∈ Σ for all i.

Note that if R1, R2, . . . Rk are linear regular expressions, then the expression R1 + · · · + Rk can also be
easily handled by finding the best path for each Ri and then choosing the best one. We call such expressions
rooted paths regular, since the automata networks form a set of simple paths joined at the root.

2.3.1 The algorithm (linear regular expressions)

We represent the linear expression x+

1 · · ·x+

k
by the string x1 · · ·xk.

The special structure of linear regular expressions allows further optimization. The important observation
is the following. Consider a valid source-destination path p and a vertex u ∈ p. Suppose the initial part of p
from s to u is labeled by the word w = x1 · · ·xi and denote the next vertex on p after u by v. Then there are
only two possible labels for the edge uv ∈ p: either xi or xi+1. Thus we can run Dijkstra’s algorithm in the
following way: for each vertex that we examined keep the last label observed on the shortest path used to
reach this vertex (and possibly more than one). When iterating through the neighbors of the current vertex,
consider only those reachable by edges of the current label, or by edges of the next label in the expression. As
long as we keep adjacency lists arranged by label, it will be easy to skip irrelevant ranges and the overhead
incurred as opposed to ordinary Dijkstra’s algorithm will be very small.

More precisely, let R = x+
1 · · ·x+

k
be the given regular expression. We run Dijkstra’s shortest-path

algorithm on G, with the following changes: each vertex is referred to by the pair consisting of its name in
G and an integer 0 ≤ a ≤ |R| − 1 denoting the “location” of the product vertex within R.

When the algorithm begins, a = 0 and the only “explored” vertex is (s, 0). In each subsequent exploration
step of Dijkstra’s algorithm, we have a “current” product vertex (v, a), where v is a vertex of G and a is the
index of a label in R. As for neighbors, we consider an edge e = vw of G that leaves the current vertex v, if
and only if the label of e is the current state R[a] or the “next” state R[a+1]: l(e) = R[a] or l(e) = R[a+1].
When an edge e = vw with l(e) = R[a + 1] is explored, then the vertex reached will be stored in the priority
queue as (w, a + 1). Otherwise the vertex reached is (w, a). The algorithm halts when it reaches the vertex
(d, |R| − 1).

Theorem 2.2. The algorithm described above computes the shortest R-constrained path in G (with nonneg-
ative edge-weights) in time O(T (|R||G|)), where T (n) denotes the running time of a shortest-path algorithm
on a network with n vertices.

The running time of the algorithm is O(|G|+ |R|+H log(H)), where |G|, |R| and H denote the encoding
sizes of the network and the regular expression, and the maximum size of the heap, respectively. The
algorithm yields significant savings in time. First, we do not need to construct the product explicitly (which
takes O(|G| · |R|) time). Second, the heap rarely grows very large. In fact, it appears that the running time
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of the algorithm is more a function of the path length rather than the size of the network. We discuss this
further in the section on experimental results.

2.4 Shortest path speed-up techniques

In the following few subsections, we indicate some approaches to further improvement of the algorithm for
either the general or the linear expression case. Most speed-up techniques that work for the general Dijkstra-
type algorithms are directly applicable here: for a correctness argument it usually suffices to consider the
product network. Indeed, on the product network, any source-destination shortest path results in a regular
language-constrained shortest path for the original network. Thus we only need to correctly “project” the
improvement applied to Dijkstra’s algorithm to get an improvement for the language-constrained version.

2.4.1 Goal-directed (A∗) search

For given source and target vertices, goal-directed search, or A∗ search, modifies the edge lengths so that
edges pointing roughly towards the target are preferred to those pointing away from it. Loosely speaking,
the effect is that potentially fewer vertices (and edges) have to be visited before the target is found.

To ensure optimal shortest paths are found, one need only require that the Euclidean distance between
any two vertices is a valid lower bound on the actual shortest distance between these vertices. This is
typically the case for road networks; the edge distance between two vertices in a road network often accounts
for curves, bridges, etc. and is at least the Euclidean distance between the two vertices.

If we do not insist on exact shortest paths (as was the case, for example, in the context of TRANSIMS),
a very simple trick to speed up the algorithm by a great deal, is the Sedgewick-Vitter [SV86] heuristic
originally proposed for Euclidean shortest paths. The speed-up results from a bias introduced in the search,
which expands the set of examined vertices in the direction of the source-destination vector.

Because street networks are not always dense and regular due to natural and man-made obstacles and
also because our delays are not constant, the paths produced using SV are not strictly optimal. In this paper
we only focus on the using strict lower-bounds, but in an earlier paper we examined the effect of an “overdo”
bias on both the running time and the quality of paths found. For road networks, it was in fact possible to
find a useful tradeoff, giving paths very close to optimal while greatly improving the running time.

2.4.2 Bidirectional search

Dijkstra’s algorithm in a point-to-point application typically runs faster when implemented so that the search
is done simultaneously forward from the source and backward from the destination. In reasonably regular
distributions of vertices in two dimensions, the improvement is clear: the forward search will explore roughly
k2 vertices to find a k-edge shortest path, while the forward and backward searches are likely to meet when
each has explored roughly (k/2)2 vertices, thus indicating an expected halving of the number of explored
vertices.

As long as the priority queue is used to store both the network vertex and the NFA state, and the
termination rule is defined carefully, we can use this to improve the performance. Some care has to be
taken when combining this approach with the goal-directed search, but this is not exceedingly difficult. See
also [JMN99].

2.4.3 Other speed-up techniques

We briefly list a few more speed-up techniques that we expect will be useful for regular-language-constrained
shortest path planning. An implementation of these techniques will be the subject of a future work.

Shortest-path containers With the shortest-path containers approach [WW03], we determine in a pre-
processing step for each edge e = (u, v) the set of those vertices S that are reachable from u via e on a
shortest path. Provided that a vertex embedding is given, each edge is assigned a geometric container (e.g.,
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Figure 2: Refined shortest-paths containers: edge (u, v) has two associated containers, one for each of the
labels (c and w) of outgoing edges of v.

a bounding rectangle) containing S. During the search phase, an edge e being scanned can be discarded if
the destination vertex d does not lie within the container associated with e.

We can apply the very same procedure also in the linear-language constraint case. For correctness, it
suffices to verify that no edge forming part of a constrained shortest path is pruned: if we prune an edge e,
then we know that there is no shortest path to d via e (with whatever labeling).

In the unimodal case, the performance of the search phase is determined by the tradeoff between the
complexity of the shortest-path containers (and hence running time for processing them) and their quality
(depending on their shape, shortest-path containers may contain more or less false positives, i.e., vertices
included in one container that do not lie on a shortest path with respect to the edge in question). In an
experimental study [WW03], bounding rectangles turned out to yield best performance in general.

In the multimodal case, it may additionally occur that starting from a given edge, there is actually a
shortest path to d but such that the current constraint is not fulfilled, which may damp the performance
factor of the unimodal shortest-path containers.

We therefore suggest the following refinement. For each edge e = (u, v), compute multiple (instead of one)
shortest-path containers classified by the labels of the outgoing edges of v. For an illustration see Figure 2.
During the search phase, one need respect only containers whose belonging subsequent label matches the
constraint. This process could also be iterated by computing one container for each possible labeling of
length 2 or greater.

Bit-vectors The general idea here [MS+05] is similar to that of shortest-path containers: the input network
is divided up into multiple regions such that each vertex is attributed to exactly one of them. Each edge e
is annotated with bit-vectors indicating regions whose vertices can be reached by a shortest path via e. An
implementation of multimodal bit-vectors can hence be done similarly to shortest-path containers.

Multi-level technique The multi-level technique relies on decomposing of the input network into several
levels, induced by subsets—or selections—of the vertex set, and augmenting the network with additional
edges [HSW06]. There are two variants: basic multi-level networks, where between vertices selected at
the same level new edges, so-called level edges, are introduced, and extended multi-level networks, which
additionally have so-called upward and downward edges, passing between certain vertices selected at different
levels. New edges are assigned the length of a shortest path between the two vertices in the original network.
To find a shortest path between given vertices s and d, it suffices to examine a subnetwork of the multi-level
network.

This technique can be extended to the linear-language-constraint case as follows. We assume that in
practical settings, only a small number of constraints occur. Instead of one shortest-path length, assign each
new edge the length of a constrained shortest path (or ∞ if there is no such path), for each subword—in
the following also called chunk—of any constraint respected in our scenario. The subnetworks on which an
actual s-d-search takes place are the same in both the uni- and the multimodal cases.

During the search phase, proceed as follows: let w = x+
1 · · ·x+

k
be the constraint, and for each touched

vertex keep the chunk of w that “has led” to that vertex. Let further be u the vertex being scanned by
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Dijkstra’s algorithm, and assume that the portion x+
1 · · ·x+

i
has been processed for u, so x∗

i
· · ·x+

k
is the

remaining subword to be considered. For each edge being scanned, pick as its length the shortest one from
amongst all those associated with the chunks x+

i
, x+

i
x+

i+1, . . . , x+

i
· · ·x+

k
and x+

i+1, x+

i+1x
+

i+2, . . . , x+

i+1 · · ·x
+

k
.

To summarize, newly added edges correspond to paths in the input network; thus, the network is just
enriched with consistent information. For the multimodal case, this does still hold. However, for an actual
gain in performance one has to ensure that enough additional information is provided: for the algorithm to
be able to exploit precomputed long-distance edges independently of a given constraint, keep, for two specific
vertices, not only one single shortest path but many shortest paths, subject to any constraint arising in our
setting.

3 Applications

We give two examples to illustrate types of problems solvable using the label constrained modeling framework
we have discussed. There are many more problems that can be easily solved, including variants of turn
complexity, counting constraints, k-similar path problems; see [BB+02, BB+07].

3.1 Multimodal plans

In a simple multimodal network the edge-labels denote modes of travel allowed on the edge. For example,
streets may be labeled “c” for car travel, sidewalks and pedestrian bridges “w” for walk, segments of transit
lines (buses, rail) “b” and “r”, respectively (or, in a simpler model, lumped together under “t” for transit).

Consider routing a traveler who doesn’t own a car and takes a bus to the destination. Suppose transfers
are undesirable. The traveler will use some walk edges, then one or more bus edges and finally again some
walk edges.

In order to find a shortest path for this traveler, the following network suffices. Let there be a vertex
for every intersection and every transit stop. For every street block passable to pedestrians (that is, with
a sidewalk) between two intersections, add a bidirectional edge labeled “w”. For every bus line, add a
unidirectional edge between every consecutive pair of stops and label it “b”. Make sure that in order to
transfer between buses, a walk edge must be used. Now the goal is to find a shortest path between the
traveler’s origin and destination whose label is of the form w . . . wb . . . bw . . . w.

3.2 Trip chaining

Given a sequence of activities that can be performed at different locations, find the shortest path that allows
the traveler to perform the activities in the given order. To solve the problem, we create new, “virtual”
loop edges at every possible activity location. We label these edges according to the activity that can be
performed there. For an activity sequence ABC . . . we would consider the regular expression TATBTCT . . .
where T denotes a regular expression that allows (arbitrary or restricted) travel in the network. Note that
this does not solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP) problem in polynomial time—there we would have
to consider all possible n! orderings of n activities to find an optimal solution. On the other hand, if the
number of activities n is small, enumerating the n! sequences might be feasible.

4 Experimental study

This section presents experiments with two different implementations of the general routing algorithm de-
scribed in Figure 1. The experiments are conducted using realistic transportation networks. The first part
briefly revisits a study [BB+02] with a more efficient algorithm that works with linear expressions; speed-up
techniques employed are goal-directed search and the Sedgewick-Vitter heuristic.

The next section describes a recent evaluation of an implementation that can handle arbitrary regular-
language constraints, where—besides plain Dijkstra’s algorithm and a goal-directed version—a bidirectional
variant is provided. The networks investigated represent various road and railway networks and range in
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network type n m
Tempe road 8135 20385
Phoenix road 141050 359284
Luxembourg road 30087 70240
Switzerland road 586025 1344496
Germany rail 6900 24223

Table 1: Network sizes: n and m denote the numbers of vertices and of edges, respectively.

size from a few thousand to well over half a million vertices (cf. Table 1). To each network we apply all
three algorithms along with language constraints of different complexity, as given by the size of their NFA
representations.

As performance measure for a given speed-up technique, we mainly explore the ratio of the number of
vertices added to the heap (or touched vertices) with plain Dijkstra and that number obtained with the
speed-up technique, which both is machine-independent and proved to reflect actual running times quite
precisely. We are most interested in the suitability of each technique for the different networks as well as the
impact of NFA complexity on performance.

We can summarize our findings at a very high level as follows:

• In general, goal-directed and bidirectional search can be used to speed up shortest path search also in
the multimodal context. However,

• Depending on the network properties, either goal-directed or bidirectional search may outperform the
other. Goal-directed search works especially well with edge weights strongly correlated to Euclidean
distances.

• Speed-up depends on the size of the NFA.

• More complex NFAs introduce additional problems: they may restrict the set of feasible paths so much
that queries become infeasible or hardly feasible; in this case most of the vertices must be explored,
and bidirectional search often leads to a slow-down instead of a speed-up.

• Maximal speed-up is typically obtained for vertex pairs with average Dijkstra rank.

4.1 Experimental Results for Linear Expressions

An earlier study [BB+02] explores a multi-modal transportation network representing the road network and
scheduled transit in the city of Portland, Oregon, with just under half a million vertices. In the following,
we summarize some of the main outcomes, and refer the reader to the cited paper for more detail.

Figure 3 depicts the interdependencies between four measures: Euclidean distance between origin and
destination vertices (edist), the number of vertices on the path found by the algorithm (nodes), running time
(cpu), and the number of vertices added to the heap, or touched vertices (hadd). The linear relation between
running time and the number of heap vertices is obvious, and also very clear from the algorithm statement
(as long as the time for individual heap operations does not vary too much).

Experiments with the Sedgewick-Vitter heuristic and different settings of the bias parameter (overdo)
reveals that a value of more than 0.15 is not very useful, as it gives only a marginal improvement in the
running time, whereas the path quality continues to decrease. However, the speed-up of up to 4 with an
overdo factor of between 0 and 0.15 is quite impressive.

4.2 Experiments with arbitrary regular languages

This section summarizes our results based on a more recent implementation of the algorithm that permits
arbitrary regular-language constraints; it also features bidirectional search. Unless noted otherwise, for each

9
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Figure 3: Performance of the TRANSIMS router (with plain Dijkstra) on the Portland network: relationship
between Euclidean distance (edist), number of vertices on shortest path (nodes), running time (cpu), and
number of vertices added to the heap (hadd; each dot stands for one query).

key expression description n m
A (a1 ∪ a2 ∪ a3 ∪ a4)

∗ all paths allowed 1 4
H a∗

4(a1 ∪ a2 ∪ a3)
+a+

4 intermediate highway usage required 3 9
L a∗

4 only local streets allowed 1 1

Table 2: Regular expressions for the Phoenix network and sizes of the used NFAs implementing them: n
and m denote the numbers of vertices and of edges, respectively.

algorithm, network, and NFA we ran 1000 queries on a dual-core machine with 32 GB of main memory and
two AMD Operon 2218 processors, clocked at 2.6 GHz each; the code was compiled with the GCC, version
3.4. In Section 4.2.1 we describe our results for US road networks; in Section 4.2.2, we consider European
road and railway networks.

4.2.1 US road networks

The first series of experiments was conducted on two subsets of the Arizona state road network, taken
from the TIGER/LINE dataset provided in the course of the DIMACS Shortest-Path Challenge: Phoenix
metropolitan area and the city of Tempe (cf. Figure 4 for snapshots). The data come with the following
road classes specified for the edges:

a1: limited-access highways (e.g. interstates),

a2: unlimited-access primary roads (e.g. state or county highways),

a3: secondary roads and connectors,

a4: local, neighborhood and rural roads.

Expressions using road type For the Phoenix network, we envisioned a number of expressions consti-
tuting quite natural restrictions in terms of road usage; Table 2 lists for each of them a short key, loose
description, and the sizes of the belonging NFAs used.
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Figure 4: Left: Phoenix metropolitan area. Blue, red, and green represent limited-access highways,
unlimited-access primary roads, and secondary and connecting roads, respectively (the local streets—a ma-
jority of all edges in the network—are not drawn, in order to reduce clutter). Right: subnetwork containing
the city of Tempe. Red and blue labels were assigned by an arbitrary decision to edges directed almost due
east-west or north-south, respectively (a few exceptions are left over from the original labeling by road class).

Our experiments show that the network contains a few vertices that are disconnected from the rest —
around 1 % of the queries could not be answered even when no restriction was imposed. This is an artifact of
the procedure used to generate the network data set: we simply took a rectangular window to select a vertex
set from the network covering the whole state of Arizona. Thus two vertices that are geographically close
together may be linked only by paths leaving the window, and such vertices end up in distinct connected
components of the network. When enforcing highway usage and local-roads-bound paths, the number of
source-target pairs not linked by a path increases to 2 and 6 %, respectively. Compared to unrestricted
paths, the average Euclidean distance increases by 6 and 52 % for the other two NFAs, respectively.

The performance of the different algorithms with each NFA in terms of touched vertices and running time
is shown in Figure 5: for each such combination, the mean value over all queries is computed and plotted
relative to this value for plain Dijkstra and NFA “A”. The diagrams confirm a similar correlation between
the number of touched vertices and running time as seen from Section 4.1. We observe that the numbers
of touched vertices with “A” and “L” are quite similar, while with “H” it is considerably greater (by up to
80 %).

A bit surprisingly, goal-directed search does not yield any speed-up at all, i.e. the very same number of
vertices are touched with the plain and goal-directed variants. With hindsight, however, this behavior can
be explained by the almost Manhattan-like structure of the network (cf. Figure 4): loosely speaking, with
only few diagonal edges, the search has no alternative but to forge its way through the network along a
sequence of horizontal and vertical edges. The bidirectional version performs clearly better and examines
approximately half the vertices than the plain Dijkstra implementation.

With respect to the running times, we observe that with NFA “L” the running time is greater for
bidirectional search than for plain Dijkstra, which is not true for the number of touched vertices. On the one
hand, this shows the overhead that may be incurred with application even of a simple speed-up technique
in a multimodal scenario; on the other hand, our implementation can likely be improved to mitigate the
observed effect.
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Figure 5: Plot showing Average number of touched vertices (left) and running time (right) for the Phoenix
network and NFAs “A” (solid), “H” (dashed), and “L” (dotted). Along the x-axis, the algorithms used are
distinguished; the y-axis denotes the value relative to that for plain Dijkstra and “A”.

key expression description n m
A (r ∪ b ∪ g)∗ all paths allowed 1 3
N (g ∪ r(b ∪ g) ∪ b(r ∪ g))∗ no consecutive blue or red edges allowed 3 7
B (g ∪ r)∗b(g ∪ r)∗ at most one blue edge allowed 2 5
R (g ∪ b)∗r(g ∪ b)∗ at most one red edge allowed 2 5
C r1 complex NFA of Figure 6 (left) 3 7
S (g ∪ rgb)∗(λ ∪ r ∪ rb) NFA of Figure 6 (right) switching through labels 3 4

Table 3: Regular expressions for the Tempe network and sizes of the used NFAs implementing them: n and
m denote the numbers of vertices and of edges, respectively.

More complex expressions In a randomized procedure, we labeled the edges of the Tempe network
according to their rough geometric orientation with r, b, and g (corresponding to the colors red, blue, and
gray in Figure 4, right), to then impose rather complex constraints. A synopsis of the NFAs used can be
found in Table 3.

The results for our experiments on the Tempe network are presented—in a similar fashion as above—in
Table 4 and Figure 7. The table gives for each NFA the percentage of queries for which no shortest path
could be found as well as the percentage by which the average Euclidean distance increases; both values give
a hint on the degree of restrictiveness of the NFAs.

It appears that the NFAs from Figure 6 are very restrictive, so that for around 66 and 79 % of the
queries, respectively, no shortest path meeting the given expression could be found. This explains on the
one hand the relatively small numbers of touched vertices and running time, as the majority of searches are
terminated rather early; on the other hand, bidirectional search has to perform these searches twice. As to
be expected, the values for plain and goal-directed Dijkstra are identical again.

4.2.2 European road and railway networks

We now perform similar tests with two European road and one railway networks1. The former represent
the road networks of Luxembourg and Switzerland, where an edge is weighted with the length of the cor-
responding road segment (not the Euclidean length) and labeled with a value reflecting the belonging road
category (from fast-speed highway to limited-access rural road). The railway network models train—and

1The road and railway data are provided for scientific purposes by courtesy of PTV AG, Karlsruhe, and HaCon, Hannover.
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NFA A N B R C S
infeasible 0 5 4 10 66 79
path increase 0 13 24 25 36 38

Table 4: Percentages of infeasible queries and path increase with the different NFAs and the Tempe network.

other public-transportation—connections within Germany; edge weights indicate average travel times and
the labeling denotes train classes (from rapid Intercity Express trains to local buses).

We use three NFAs – a simple, a complex NFA, and a restricted NFA referred to by “S” “C” and “L”
respectively. The S NFA has one vertex and imposes no restriction on the paths at all (this is both to check
our implementation for correctness against a unimodal Dijkstra’s algorithm and to study the impact of the
number of states on speed-up). The C NFA has 5 states and is shown as a template in Figure 9; to implement
it for a given network, its set of labels Σ has to be split into Σ1 and Σ2. The L NFA prohibits fast edges,
i.e. highway and high-speed train labels, respectively.

Figure 10 depicts the interplay between the algorithms and NFAs for the Luxembourg and Swiss networks.
As opposed to the US networks, goal-directed search performs quite well and touches up to 50 % less vertices.
This is probably due to the different network structure; exact characterization of the network structure’s
effect on performance remains open. However, bidirectional search yields speed-up only for the S NFA.
One possible explanation is that for the C NFA, the performance is ‘overwhelmed’ by the complexity of the
NFA. In case of the L NFA a relatively high number of 34 and 53 % of the queries could not be answered,
respectively, which may distort the results; this hypothesis is currently being tested.

Figure 11 shows the speed-ups, in terms of visited edges, i.e. edges relaxed by the algorithm, depending on
the Dijkstra rank. for the Luxembourg network. In other words, the values are categorized by the lengths of
the shortest paths found, where the x-axis denotes the upper limit of each group. The data are presented in
the form of standard box plots, where the red line marks the average values of each group. Additionally, the
values for infeasible queries are depicted. The results are shown for each combination of speed-up technique
and NFA. the speed-up in terms of visited edges,

As one can note, goal-directed search performs better than bidirectional search: with the S NFA, speed-up
factors of up to 10 and 5 can be reached, while the average value is just over 2.5 and around 1.5, respectively.
Interestingly, throughout all speed-up techniques and NFAs, the best factors are obtained when the Dijkstra
rank lies somewhere in the middle of the complete range: Loosely speaking, both speed-up techniques require
a certain minimal distance to kick in; however, with a Dijkstra rank near the maximum, which occurs when
both vertices are located near opposite borders of the network, the search is naturally bounded with plain
Dijkstra already, so that the speed-up factor obtained decreases again. Another observation is that the more
states the NFA has, the smaller is the speed-up. The respective plots for Switzerland are similar.

European railway network Finally, Figure 12 illustrates the results for the German railway network.
Unlike with the road networks, bidirectional search yields by far better results than goal-directed: This can
be explained by the fact that the correlation between edge weights and Euclidean distances is stronger with
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Figure 7: Average number of touched vertices and running time for the Tempe network and the six NFAs.
Along the x-axis, the algorithms used are distinguished; the y-axis denotes the value relative to that for plain
Dijkstra and “A”.

the road networks. The numbers of infeasible paths is marginal with all three NFAs. Thus, the numbers of
touched vertices with NFAs “S” and “L”, both having only one state and almost equal numbers of edges,
virtually coincide. For the NFA “C”, the number of touched vertices is dramatically higher.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

We have run preliminary experiments to study the performance of the formal-language constrained shortest
path algorithm for various regular languages. We have also done basic comparisons between the running time
of the basic Dijkstra’s algorithm and the bidirectional version. Our results suggest that speed-up techniques
can indeed be used in conjunction with the basic algorithm for the REG-ShP to yield faster algorithms.
A summary of our conclusions appears at the beginning of Section 4. The current paper is by no means
comprehensive. Some of the most interesting questions that we have left open and expect to address in
future work are:

• Implementation of further speed-up techniques, such as the shortest-path containers, bit-vectors and
the multilevel technique.

• Comparisons in accuracy between different heuristic speed-up techniques when applied to multi-modal
routing problems.

• Comparisons between the performance on explicit and implicit product network representations.

• Interaction of time-dependent delays with multimodal speed-up techniques.
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Figure 8: European networks: Luxembourgian (upper left) and Swiss (bottom left) road and German railway
(right) networks.

Figure 9: NFA with five states encoding for a given alphabet Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 the ‘complete’ language, Σ∗.
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